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AMA Update:

Dear Colleagues
I am pleased to submit this letter as my submission to Vital Signs as President of the Alberta Medical
Association (AMA). I am repeating the content of a recent and important President’s Letter about the
Physician Compensation Committee (PCC), and the work being done on a fee review of six codes.
The AMA Board of Directors met October 30.
The PCC review was a major agenda item that
involved examining the structure, function
and relationships of the PCC, board, and
profession. We discussed the concerns that
Carl W. Nohr, MDCM, PhD,
members have raised through the RepresenFRCSC, FACS
tative Forum and elsewhere. This included
themes such as: governance and decision making around PCC participation; unity of the profession; equity; communication; technical
aspects such as overhead; and patient-focused matters such as access
and quality. Finally, we confirmed a clear need to make progress and
keep moving forward.
Defining the relationships between the PCC and AMA board, sections
and members is very important. The PCC was established in our 2011
contract with government. It has the authority to set fees, constrained
only by the contractual stipulation that the average of all fees must
remain the same.
The AMA is a participant in the PCC by way of the agreement. The
board appoints representatives to the PCC, and gives them direction
and support. The board is accountable to members of the AMA in
providing direction to our representatives at PCC.

• Create policies to guide AMA PCC representatives in considerations
such as: phase-in of fee changes; periodic review and adjustment;
and maintaining access for patients.
• Establish a more robust reporting process between the board and
the AMA PCC representatives.
• Encourage PCC to consider section-based information on overhead
with adjustments where appropriate and to report back to sections
as to how the information is used. The AMA will assist sections
in determination of overhead.
• Review the AMA-recommended fee review base payment rate.
• Explore alternative models of allocation used in other provinces
to address equity.
While we respond to concerns about fee review with the actions above,
I will add that we need to think more deliberately about how overhead
costs are covered — in different practices generally and within specific
fees. We also need to keep in mind the broader context of the AMA
Business Plan and AMA goals and objectives related to physician
compensation. The AMA Compensation Committee has defined
these goals as quality, access, productivity and equity.

Such direction must reflect the overall goals and objectives of the
AMA. It must be sufficient to guide, while not being so excessive as
to constrain the representatives from providing credible participation
at the PCC.

Finally, I suggest that there is a critical, overarching consideration in
this and our activities related to compensation and system management. We must consider the province’s current fiscal situation and
its potential implications for negotiation of the next agreement for
2018 — which we are already working toward.

We need to be clear about the difference between the price authority
of the PCC and the accountability of the AMA board. There are three
votes at PCC: the AMA; Alberta Health; and the independent chair.
The board is not accountable for the decisions made by PCC.

In this context, as will be my habit, I conclude by asking you a question:
Can we manage physician compensation and system management
issues in a way that demonstrates to government and the public that
we can be good stewards of the public health care dollar?

We are, however, responsible for making plans to address member
concerns and participate effectively. The board has decided on the
following actions to address the concerns.

I look forward to my term and the opportunity to provide commentary
in Vital Signs. Your comments are always welcome. Please email
president@albertadoctors.org.

• Engage all sections more in the fee review through information
sessions and engagement by PCC or, failing that, through engagement by the AMA. One of the actions will be to hold a special
educational session for RF delegates and section fee representatives
(details coming soon).
• Prepare and distribute documentation detailing the function of
PCC generally, and specifically in connection with the fee review
process, making this available to all physicians for information
(with an invitation to provide feedback).

Kind regards,
Carl W. Nohr, MDCM, PhD, FRCSC, FACS
President
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Using Pathways to
Engage New Students
Training physicians from various backgrounds benefits all of us. The under-representation of MD students from Aboriginal, rural
and lower socio-economic status backgrounds remains a concern. The Pathways to Medicine Scholarship Program at the Cumming
School of Medicine seeks to lead more students from these under-represented groups into the medical profession. Students who
come from Aboriginal or rural communities are likely to return to these underserved areas. Pathways can work in both directions,
therefore, with graduated physicians likely to be invested themselves in serving diverse populations. The stories of Renée and
Joseph are excellent examples of the long-term benefits of attracting students from diverse backgrounds.

CUMMING SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE

Pathways to Medicine
Scholarship Program
The Cumming School of Medicine (CSM)
at the University of Calgary is a community
engaged and socially responsible school exploring innovative ways of increasing MD(medical
doctor) enrollment from under-represented
groups. Despite efforts of undergraduate
medical education admissions to increase the
numbers of MD students from Aboriginal, rural
and lower socio-economic status backgrounds,
under-representation remains a concern.
To try and address these concerns the CSM has
developed a unique scholarship program for
eligible high school graduates from under-represented populations. Eligible participants
are students who have been accepted into an
undergraduate program at the University of
Calgary, but whose long term goal is to attend
medical school.
The scholarship program consists of three
main elements: 1) a pre-medical enrichment
program (see below) that spans the duration
of their undergraduate degree, 2) formal
mentorship from faculty and peers within
the CSM, and 3) guaranteed admission to
the MD program upon completion of their
undergraduate degree, assuming that certain
academic and non-academic requirements
are met along the way.
The Pathways Scholarship Program will
consist of the following elements:
• Tuition support, to a maximum of $5000
per year, for the duration of the participant’s
undergraduate degree (contingent upon
successful progress within the program).

• Admission to the MD program upon
completion of the undergraduate degree
(subject to defined conditions).
• Participation in an enrichment program
for pathways students throughout the
duration of their undergraduate degree.
- Identification of a CSM clinical faculty
member to act in a mentorship role.
- Identification of a community of
origin mentor.
- Identification of a MD student from
a similar background to act as a
“peer mentor.”
- Formal clinical shadowing experiences
within the CSM.
- Access to a sponsored MCAT
preparatory course.
- Assistance from program staff in
securing external tuition support.
• A paid summer student research experience
within the CSM during the summer after
third year.

Eligibility Criteria
Pathways to Medicine (P2M) scholarships are
restricted to Alberta residents (as defined in
the CSM medical school application handbook) who have successfully applied to and
registered in an undergraduate degree program at the University of Calgary.
In order to be eligible for a P2M scholarship,
applicants must come from a financially disadvantaged background. In evaluating potential recipients, care will be taken to include
financially disadvantaged students from both
urban and rural backgrounds, with a special
interest in applicants from First Nations and
other aboriginal communities.

Participant Selection
The members of the P2M Committee, who
will make recommendations to the MD
Admissions Committee, will review scholarship applications. The MD Admissions
Committee will make all final decisions
regarding selection.
Following receipt of the applications, they
will be reviewed, and shortlisted based on
two criteria:
1. Fit with the vision of the Pathways
Scholarship Program
2. Evidence of strong academic ability.
Selected applicants will be required to complete a secondary application.
Shortlisted applicants will then be invited to
an onsite interview. Videoconference interviews will be made available to applicants
for whom travel to Calgary is prohibitive.
Final offers will be made based on a weighted
combination of the pre-interview file score
and the interview score, and will be in line
with the weighting currently in place for
regular MD applicants.

Promotion to the MD Program
During the final year of their undergraduate
program, participants will apply to the MD
program and be granted admission providing
they meet pre-determined minimum criteria
designed to ensure that successful students
are capable of meeting the academic and
non-academic demands of the program. In
setting these criteria, the goal of the Pathways
Committee will be to ensure that the students
admitted are of an equivalent standard to
those admitted through the usual application
process.
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My Rural Medicine Journey
Renée Deagle

I was born and raised in the small village of
Consort, Alberta. The population at the time
was around 650. Consort provided necessary
services to a very large rural area, including my
family who lived and continue to live outside
of the community, on a ranch. The hospital
located in our small community was one of the
few places providing medical services for our
community and east toward the Saskatchewan
border.
Growing up in Consort, I had the opportunity
to be an active member of the local 4-H beef
club, church volunteer, school sports, hockey,
yearbook committee, SADD representative,
take music lessons, and worked as a lifeguard
in my later years. I was an active member of the
community, an example set by my very involved
parents. I also spent long hours helping on
our farm and ranch. This rural lifestyle has left
a lasting impression on me. I hope to return
when I finish school and start my own family.
Following high school, I entered into the
Bachelor of Nursing program at the University of Calgary. After completing my degree,
I worked in numerous rural communities
including High River, Daysland, Killam,
Dawson Creek BC., Grande Prairie, and Coronation. My passion for rural medicine was
solidified by working in these communities
and rural hospitals. I love the relationships
that are built between colleagues and patients
in the community and rural hospitals. As
my career progressed in nursing, I realized I
wanted to further my education and become a
physician. I wanted to know more, to understand the disease processes and to be able to
diagnose patients.
The rural way of life is a deeply personal and
powerful part of who I am today. People who
did not grow up in a rural area will often ask
me why I want to return to rural so decisively.
A very tragic and powerful life event helps
to illustrate the power of rural communities.

My aunt and uncle live on their family farm
about 40 minutes east of my family farm. We
spent many holidays, birthdays and special
occasions with my aunt and uncle and our
two cousins. In the fall of 2010, our community was rocked by a terrible tragedy. My
cousin Nicholas, just 2 weeks from his 19th
birthday, was killed in the parking lot of the
Texas Mickey bar in Olds, the community
where he was attending college. Nicholas was
an innocent bystander, run over by a man
who had been in an altercation inside the bar.
My older sister and I were both living in Okotoks at the time and so we drove out to their
farm immediately after hearing the news. By
the time we arrived, neighbours, friends, and
family had already started arriving with food,
and offering emotional support and condolences. By the end of the first day my aunt and
uncle’s two large deep freezers were full of food.
When word reached the local appliance store
in my hometown, they dropped off another
freezer for them to use. My family devoted
the better part of the following two weeks
supporting my aunt and uncle, emotionally,
assist with farm work, cook, clean, and plan
the funeral. My uncle’s harvesting was not yet
finished when Nicholas was killed, and so their
neighbours, friends, my dad and brother came
together to finish it for him. It was during these
most tragic and life altering events, that I knew
with certainty, I needed to return to a small
community to practice medicine.
I practiced as a rural nurse for the better part of
five years, and as an RN for almost six. During
that time, I paid off my student loans, took
extra training courses to improve my skills
and knowledge in trauma, resuscitation in
adults, children and newborns. I practiced as
an RN in the UK and was able to experience a
different health care system. I achieved my goal
of becoming a charge nurse, and I successfully
applied and graduated from the STARS critical
care transport training academy. By the time I
received my entrance letter to the University
of Calgary Medical School, I felt that I was
prepared not only with education and work
experience, but also life experience.

I entered the University of Calgary Medical
Degree program in July of 2013 and will complete my degree in May of 2016. The draw to
continue to work in a rural area has never
wavered, in fact has grown stronger throughout
my time in medical school. I completed 30
hours of rural shadowing during my first year,
which has provided me with a letter from the
assistant Dean for my CaRMS application. I
was voted one of the 3 representatives for the
rural medicine interest group for my class year.
In this role, I organized, executed, and volunteered at several events to promote rural medicine including a rural medicine BBQ, rural
shadowing presentation, rural and regional
specialist night, and rural skills day. I wanted
to show my peers at school what an amazing
experience it is to live and work in rural Alberta
and dispel myths and stereotypes that they
might have. With this in mind, I approached
my community and spear-headed and a 3-Day
trip to Consort for 30 medical students. The
trip included high school outreach, skills day
and community tour.
Because of this keen interest in rural medicine, I was awarded the RPAP John Hnatiuk
Medical School Bursary, which will guarantee
a return for service for at least 3 years in a
rural community. I was also recently awarded
the Michael Tarrant Scholarship, an award
that also recognizes interest in rural medicine.
I have started to search out appropriate
options for my future practice as a rural physician. During the elective time for clerkship I
have completed three rural medicine electives
and plan to complete one more. I am applying
to rural family medicine residency programs
across Western Canada for CaRMS.
Growing up in rural Alberta, my experience
as a rural RN, learning from the excellent physicians on my rural electives and shadowing
experiences have only solidified my plans to
become a rural practitioner. My partner is
from a rural area and we are planning our
future as residents of a rural community. I
have a passion for providing excellent medical
care to people in rural areas and becoming
a supportive member of a rural community.
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The Road Traveled
Joseph Bacani

My name is Joseph Bacani and I am currently
a 3rd year medical student at the University
of Calgary. With the advent of the new Pathways program being launched by the medical
school, I wanted to share a short story about
how much of a difference a little help can make
to our at-risk youth. This has always been a
very dear issue to me and I cannot begin to
express my gratitude for all the people involved
in the launch.
The route I took to arrive to where I am today
is not one that you would call conventional,
and it was made possible only through the
help and support of many. I arrived in Canada
at the age of two in 1986, my family numbered
eight at the time. That quickly grew to nine
within just a few years of landing. Given the
amount of children my parents had to care
for, my mother ended up being a homemaker
while my father sought out job opportunities. Back home, he was a prominent lawyer
who often picked up many pro-bono cases
to help people who could not afford any legal
representation. However, getting licensed
here in Canada proved very difficult since he
could not devote much time to prepare for
the bar exam. Given the very tight financial
constraints that my family was under, he
ended up accepting the first available decent
paying job. It was shift work for an insurance
company, a far cry from what he enjoyed
doing. This was just another sacrifice that
both my parents made in order to provide
their children with better opportunities.
My family lived in 4-bedroom apartment
and although we were happy, the constant
challenge of living in a relatively small space
was difficult. Life back then was an emotional roller coaster, and my parents bore
the brunt of the angst, emotional instability,
and the dramatic flare ups of their growing
children. Needless to say, this was extremely
exhausting and only added to the frustration

that they were already experiencing. Financial concerns were always in the forefront
of family issues, and my father in particular,
was already near his physical and emotional
limits. As the oldest male, I had taken on
the time-honored responsibility of butting
heads with my father. He was very traditional
and strict in his upbringing, and he was still
struggling with conforming to Western social
conventions. Being the headstrong individual
I was (undoubtedly inherited from the very
man I argued with), we often got into heated
disagreements and fights. This was extremely
destructive and at the age of 16, when I was
legally able to leave home, I did just that.

A program like the Pathways
Scholarship Program provides
aspiring youth who are
underprivileged with the same
supports that I was lucky
enough to receive.
I found myself at a youth shelter in downtown
Toronto with a couple of bags that collectively
accounted for everything I owned. Having
dropped out of high school, I was required
to have a job (or be actively searching for
one) in order to stay at the youth shelter. As
a result, I ended up enlisting in the Canadian
military reserves. Some of the people I have
had the pleasure and honor of meeting at
the shelter have forever changed my life and
how I perceive it. This is in reference to both
the residents as well as the dedicated staff.
Their words of encouragement and support
inspired me to return to high school after
the next semester had started. I had resumed
my studies while living in a youth shelter
and also began my training as a Canadian
Army Reservist.
At the age of 18 I left the shelter in order to live
on my own. In addition to the many military
training courses I was enrolling in, I took on
several part-time jobs to make ends meet. The
jobs ranged from security details for bars and

clubs, to serving lattes at a local Starbucks.
With only one semester left before graduating,
my numerous obligations caught up with me
and I dropped out of high school yet again.
This did not bother me much however, as I
figured I would just end up going full-time into
the military. But something changed around
the time I turned 21, and although I cannot
recall a specific event or trigger, I do know it
was made possible by all the supportive people
in my life. I had decided to finally pursue a
career in medicine.
I paid a visit to my high school science teacher
who had previously tried to convince me
to apply to university. She was constantly
encouraging me to pursue my dreams, and
it was with some of her help that I finally
did. I was able to find online correspondence
courses to fulfill diploma requirements for my
GED as well as obtain some much-needed
upgrades to existing credits. I ended up
applying to the University of Toronto in 2006,
and was accepted into a general arts stream.
I ultimately graduated with a bachelor of
science, honors, as well as a master’s degree
in science, and now I am in my final year of
my medical degree.
The road I traveled to get to this point in my
life was not an easy one. Without the constant support that I received from mentors,
teachers, supervisors, volunteers, and staff
at the youth shelter, as well as close friends
and family, I can safely say that I would not
be writing this narrative today. It would have
been impossible to complete my degrees
without the numerous bursaries, awards, and
scholarships that I received. It is through the
aid and support of others that those who are
struggling can fulfill their innate potential.
Lending a hand to those that need it is a virtue that cannot be negated. A program like
the Pathways Scholarship Program provides
aspiring youth who are underprivileged with
the same supports that I was lucky enough
to receive. This type of support is crucial in
providing opportunities for others to pursue
their dreams just as I have.
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Central Zone Medical Staff Association:

WHAT’S UP DOC?
Dr. André van Zyl

Physician engagement in health care is low according to an Alberta Health Services (AHS) 2013/14 survey. This is attributed
to lack of communication. Physicians attend meetings and provide valuable input but feel there is no impact. Here are
some short snappers from recent meetings.

Sustainability of rural obstetrical care

Physician Assisted Death

Sustainability of rural obstetrical care is not forgotten and progress has
been made. At the Representative Forum the Central Zone Medical
Staff Association (CZMSA) brought forth this concern.

AHS is attempting address the Alberta’s Physician Assisted Death
Initiative. This is placing a strain on the implementation of the
“Palliative and End of life Care” Framework.

The First Resolution 1 4F-05: That the AMA work with AHS to
establish obstetrical care and protect existing programs in rural Alberta
to better support the delivery of obstetrical care for patients living in
rural communities.

The Goal of this initiative is to enable preparedness for Physician
Assisted Death within AHS facilities, programs and contracted partners. The target is to have a policy in place by December 16, 2014. To
achieve this AHS convened a steering committee and is developing a
panel. Representation is needed from the CZMSA to sit on this panel.

This resolution was passed unanimously. The AMA convened a meeting with AMA, AHS, and rural family physicians stakeholders. The
decision was made to start this work in the central zone and then
take the model provincially.
The CZMSA and AMA convened stakeholders in the central zone May
11, 2015. This meeting exposed different opinions between facilities
and operations and the front line providers of obstetrical care. It was
unofficially decided to support the newly developed Provincial Rural
Maternal Planning Steering Committee.
The Second Resolution RF15S21: That the AMA negotiates an on call
stipend for rural family physician groups that provide obstetrical delivery
services (consistent with existing on call stipends for like services).
The AMA has placed this resolution on the back burner. I am in disbelief
that on talks around internal and inter-sectional relativity we allow ongoing
inequity in the on-call stipend. I have had informal discussions to try to
move this matter forward. This may require an alternative funding model
for this service. Currently midwife colleagues are paid Course of Care
payments of $4400.00 per obstetrical patient while family physicians
collect $2400 for simple uncomplicated pre, intra and postpartum care.
AHS has stepped up to the task and developed the Strategical Clinical
Network MNCY (maternal, neonatal, child and youth) and the Provincial Rural Maternal Planning Steering Committee. The Provincial
Rural Maternal Planning Steering Committee is looking at safer,
sustainable maternity care closer to home. The time line is tight with
a final strategy to be delivered early next year. Implementation and
the success of this strategy will be at the doorstep of all front line
providers, physicians and communities.
Nationally, Dr. Woollard is moving forward with ESS. This group
addresses the sustainability of rural surgery and obstetrics. A summit
is planned for the 22/23 of January 2016 in Banff. The theme is Translation into Action: moving beyond ESS to Rural Surgical Services and
Operative Delivery. For more information contact Audrey R Harlow
at audrey.harlow@alberadoctors.org.

M and M Rounds
M and M Rounds are back with a new name. They are defined as
“Educational Case Review”. AHS has eight tools to approach an
adverse, triggered or near miss event. The November PPEC supports
Educational Review Rounds. Unlike Quality Assurance reviews,
which have protection through Section 9 of the Alberta Evidence
Act from requests for information, Educational Case Reviews are
not Section 9 protected. Concerns of patient and practitioner privacy
and upholding a just culture can be met by de-identifying patient and
practitioner information and refraining from electronically posting
details of the cases. ECR will need to be discussed at ZMAC. If you
would like further information on ECR contact sharron.spicer@
albertahealthservices.ca.
Should patients have ready access to their own information? According
to AHS no individual employed in the health care system should access
his or her own information. A pilot is in progress in the Edmonton
zone to answer the question of how to make information available to
patients. Hopefully in the future a system will be in place for patients
to have ready access to their personal health information.
Still receiving your patient at 02:00 am at your rural site? AHS is
developing a new policy around patient repatriation. The goal is
“right care to patients, in the right place, at the right time”. Attempts
will be made to include the patient and their family more directly in
the process. This will include AHS’s Patient-First Strategy.
Other highlights include ensuring RAAPID and patient information is
complete and follows the patient. Attempts to ensure timing of repatriation
is acceptable for both sending and receiving sites and optimizes patient
safety. This will also address mental health issues. Multiple concerns about
repatriation were raised at PPEC and the policy could not be approved.
André van Zyl
President, CZMSA
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This month’s issue of Vital Signs focuses on physician engagement. Clearly, this topic resonates with people as we had
more articles submitted than ever before! From students to senor physicians, at the personal level to the scope of provincial
health planning, in private offices to large systems, physicians have opinions on how to create change and they want to
be involved in decisions about health care delivery. In place of my editorial this month, we present Dr. Steed’s article on
the AHS People Strategy as a framework for a new approach to engaging physicians and staff in the work of AHS. Let us —
and AHS — know what you think. As always, letters are welcome.
Dr. Sharron Spicer
President, CAMSS

Our People Strategy
Dr. Clayne Steed

Over the years, physicians have dutifully
completed Alberta Health Services’ workforce
engagement surveys.
Our responses often expressed our discontent
and disconnect.
“Does it matter what we say?” and “Is anybody
really listening?” were the thoughts behind
many of the boxes we checked.
I’d like to think what we have been saying
is now being heard.
AHS is currently putting the final touches on
a high-profile, high-priority People Strategy,
a document that acknowledges — and tries
to bridge — the disconnect between AHS
leadership and the rank and file, including
physicians.
I expect many physicians and other health
care providers will approach the strategy with
understandable skepticism. Almost since its
formation, AHS has taken steps to improve
workforce engagement yet survey after survey
shows only marginal gains over the past
five years.
We know physicians and the AHS workforce
are not satisfied with the pace or magnitude
of improvement, or with the top-down nature
of engagement efforts.
The People Strategy has the potential to
change everything.
For starters, the strategy was developed
following consultations with many groups.
Almost 60,000 physicians, AHS employees
and volunteers participated in the surveys

and consultations that informed the development of the strategy. As part of this, many
took part in small group discussions where
they spoke candidly about what they need to
feel safe, healthy and valued at work.
Common themes emerged and, from there,
four priorities were identified:
• Create a clear vision for the organization,
with a shared purpose and common goals.
• Build a safe, healthy and inclusive place
to work, with appropriate infrastructure,
accountability and leadership.
• Develop excellent leadership that will respect,
value and support the workforce and create
a culture of empowerment.
• Empower people by giving them access to
the resources and development opportunities they need to do their jobs effectively, and
support appropriate local decision-making.
The strategy attaches action items and expected
outcomes to each priority, and includes a commitment to measure progress and report back
to the workforce. This includes evidence that
AHS leadership is listening to and acting
on front-line input. As physicians, we know
this is crucial.
We are leaders in the trenches, and are often
cast in the role of unofficial champions for
initiatives or departments. We often speak
not just for ourselves but for members of our
teams, all of whom are vital to our shared
success. We want to see evidence that AHS
leadership values all of us and listens to what
we have to say.

When everyone listens, we will avoid those
incidents when AHS announces a wellintentioned new initiative without realizing
the people at the front lines of care — those
entrusted to carry out the plan — may lack the
time, staffing and/or other essential resources
to accomplish the desired goals.
As physicians, we want to mobilize behind
plans to improve wait times, patient safety
and patient outcomes — but we also need to
be part of the planning. The People Strategy
suggests AHS realizes the same thing.
I encourage physicians to learn about the
People Strategy, as well as the complementary
AHS Patient First Strategy, released last June
(and viewable at www.albertahealthservices.
ca/patientfirst.asp). Together, these documents outline a new and better way for AHS
leadership to work with us, and for health
care professionals to work with each other,
with AHS leadership, and with our patients
and families.
The goals outlined in these two strategies
are laudable and achievable. This is the time
to approach them with hope, not cynicism.
Really, our interests are all the same. Let’s do
our part to work together with AHS leadership and our health care colleagues to make
sure we’re doing what we need to do to build
a better, more responsive health system.
Dr. Clayne Steed
Associate Medical Director,
Rural South Zone
Alberta Health Services
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...a Multi-Level Challenge
Dr. Kathryn Andrusky

(To the background of “The Twilight Zone” theme song): Imagine, if you will, you are tasked with changing health care delivery in
the province of Alberta. The challenges are well known to us all — increasing health care expenditures growing at an unsustainable
rate; a booming population that is living longer but often with more co-morbidities and increased needs for
home/alternative services; an increased awareness of the criticality of addressing the social determinants of
health; topped off by significant breakthroughs in diagnostic, pharmacological and technical capabilities,
but many of which carrying an exponential price-tag to match.

Twilight zone moment aside — without question, a daunting task. However, in terms
of the need for physician and health care
provider engagement, there is little debate. I
have yet to meet a physician who would prefer not to have at least some input and control: whatever the solutions
might be. And yet, how does one engage more than nine-thousand
physicians spread all over the province and practising in disparate
communities, compensation and practice models… and the vast
majority of whom fiercely value clinical and professional autonomy?

Kathryn Andrusky,
BSc, MD, CCFP
Family Physician
Links Clinic, Edmonton

I had the opportunity recently to attend several change management
presentations: one was a presentation by Jack Silversin, an American
expert on the physician “compact” within health systems (and a topic
to which I will return later). The other, a very intriguing presentation
from our colleague, Doug Stich, from the AMA’s Towards Optimized
Practice program, on the different levels of care delivery and the
opportunities for system transformation within each.
First, a discussion on the levels of care delivery — just as the care
provided through each of those levels varies, so too do the interventions that work best to improve or make changes with care delivery.
These levels range:
• from the practitioner level, in which physicians provide care directly
to patients;
• to the micro-level, where team-based interventions reside;
• to the meso-level, where groups of providers work together to
provide seamless transitions of care and comprehensive services;
• to the macro-level, which encompasses large population health/
care delivery issues
Traditional medical school teachings and methods of invoking
improvements in patient care have generally focused on the individual
practitioner level. These include clinical practice guidelines, continuing medical education offerings and self-learning. The underlying
assumption throughout is a focus on the individual practitioner as
the vehicle to enable change.

Team-based care has long become an accepted concept within the
medical community, which brings us to micro-level interventions. The
challenge here is, for actual micro-level system changes, one requires
a true sharing and delegation of clinical responsibilities. That said,
initiatives such as AIM (Access, Improvements, Measurements) have
enabled real care-delivery-changing process changes within clinics
and through groups of physicians, such as within PCN’s, to make
such micro-level changes.
As the level of intervention expands, the magnitude of impact grows
exponentially, but so too does the complexity of intervention or
change initiative needed. Meso-level changes exhibit this added level
of complexity — going beyond clinic or PCN teams into expanded
communities of health providers, all working to optimize care delivery.
This may require shuffling of resources and realigning priorities to
match patient and population health needs — no easy feat to achieve
buy-in in such a complex environment. This is where integration of care
between the community and acute care environments lies, leading to
discussions that are gaining momentum in terms of clinical pathways
that enable a patient’s “journey through the system”.
And lastly, there are macro-system changes, which address large
population health and care delivery decisions, and often fall under
realm of government ministries and health authorities.
In terms of the physician “compact” as cited recently by Jack Silversin in a presentation to AHS leaders on the topic of physician
engagement — there is a traditional compact in which physicians have
been socialized through medical school and decades of health care
experience. This gets to the heart of how we practice medicine — we
have individual relationships with our patients, providing the best
knowledge and services that we can and accepting the responsibility
of maintaining standards of care and accessibility.
This partially explains how change efforts have traditionally also been
focused on the individual physician: change the practitioner, change the
practice and the care. This unquestionably remains of critical importance in terms of maintaining competency in an evermore complex
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arena of multiple guidelines, expanding complexities of diagnostics
and management, and a perplexing barrage of information of what
to and what not to do. But, to persist in this being the primary foci
for change will not work when it comes to system transformation and
addressing a health system straining at the seams.
Thus, my challenge, to us all, is to focus in on the micro- and mesolevel interventions that initiate comprehensive system reforms such
as optimizing the delivery of true team-based care within our clinics
and broader medical communities, using data analytics to drive
individual and clinic/community improvements in quality and access
measurements, and shifting resources in a manner that fits patients’
changing health needs. This does not imply a “one size fits all” solution,
but rather a vision from health provider and patient communities in
terms of where we need to be, and then enabling physicians, staff and

other providers with the tools so they can do so in the context of their
own patient population and communities.
This may mean some difficult decisions as people have, rightly, invested
a lot of time and passion in organizing current services, programs and
delivery models. But, as a profession, we need to show leadership in
making those hard decisions with the big-picture ends in sight and
then demonstrating accountability in making the indicated changes.
If we want to lead health care change, it is time to actually lead… and
that starts with each one of us engaging in the tough discussions and
decisions as to where we want to lead health care for and, in partnership,
with our patients.
Kathryn Andrusky, BSc, MD, CCFP
Family Physician
Links Clinic, Edmonton

We Look Forward to Seeing You at the Rockyview General Hospital
Medical Staff Association December 8, 2015 Meeting
The Rockyview General Hospital Medical Staff Association Executive is pleased to
announce our Guest Speaker at the upcoming December 8, 2015 meeting, Ms. Andrea
Froese, a partner with the law firm Bennett Jones LLP.

Dr. Borys Hoshowsky,
President, RGH MSA

Prior to joining Bennett Jones LLP in 1998, Ms. Froese clerked at the Court of Queen’s Bench and Court
of Appeal of Alberta in Calgary. As a member of the Health Law Practice Group at Bennett Jones LLP,
Ms. Froese has represented the Canadian Medical Protective Association (CMPA) and its physician
members since 1998. The scope of her Health Law practice includes assisting physicians in the defence
of civil lawsuits alleging medical negligence and professional conduct complaints to the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Alberta. She also assists physicians with a variety of hospital privileges issues
and patient concern matters.

Some of the topics that will be discussed include:
– Avoiding the medico-legal pitfalls associated with shared care, transfer of care and delegation
of medical care; and
– Risk management considerations in instructing your patient, including informed discharge issues.

Ms. Andrea Froese
Partner, Bennett Jones LLP

What do the Courts say about the standard of care when you transfer or delegate medical care to a colleague?
Are your consultation letters and reports meeting the standard of care? What is the expectation about
what will be communicated to a patient upon discharge from your care? How do physicians run into
trouble regarding these issues? For answers to these questions and many more, you will have to attend
the meeting.

The presentation will include scenarios from actual cases, highlighting experiences of physicians from a variety of specialties
when encountering these issues, asking “what would you do next”, and providing insight into what the Courts have defined as
the standard of care. The format should lead to lively discussion with audience participation.
The RGH MSA Members dinner begins at 5:30 p.m. and the meeting at 6:00 p.m.
Please RSVP to Stella Gelfand at your earliest convenience. Office: 403-943-3428 or Email: stella.gelfand@ahs.ca
We look forward to seeing everyone there.
Please contact any of us to learn about the benefits of a Rockyview General Hospital Medical Staff Association Membership!
Sincerely,Your Rockyview General Hospital Medical Staff Association Executive: Dr. Borys Hoshowsky, President,
Dr. Jim Janzen, Vice President/Treasurer, Dr. David Kent (Past President) & Dr. Stan Mayer, Executive Members At Large.
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Riddle
Me
This
What are the 5 LINKS to a GUIDE DOG,
the AIVA & UNPROFESSIONALISM?
Dr. Kevin Hay

SAY YOU WERE BLIND —
WHAT BREED OF GUIDE DOG
WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
How about that fine Rottweiler you always
wanted? Good-luck keeping your hand while
strapping a harness onto that wee Beastie!
Or perhaps some legal blonde will prefer
that highly functional alternative — the
Chihuahua guide dog! If you have a sonar
ESP like Daredevil, okay…but that yapping
just annoys most people.
Joking aside, most guide dogs in Canada are
Labrador or Golden Retrievers because of
their innate characteristics. They are strong,
hard-working, friendly, gentle, adaptable,
intelligent, devoted, courageous, agile, versatile and self-directed with high levels of
initiative. They are often used by rescue services and sometimes die protecting family.
THE AIVA, is the Annual Information Verification & Attestation form for Medical Staff
in Alberta Health Services (AHS) facilities to
verify contact information and attest whether
there has, or has not been a serious problem — mentally, physically or ‘legally’ — with
their practice or ability to practice.
UNPROFESSIONALISM. Professionalism
is defined by the Merriam-Webster as the
conduct, aims or qualities characterizing a
profession or professional. Many things exemplify professional conduct: doing more than
expected; communicating effectively; being
honest & fair and completing important
paperwork quickly. Amongst other things,
unprofessionalism can be exemplified by
letting important paperwork slide...

NEED ANOTHER HINT?
SAY YOU ARE ‘BLIND’
TO AN ADMINISTRATIVE
PROBLEM — WHAT ‘BREED’
OF GUIDE/REPRESENTATIVE
WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
Some go for the aggressive ‘Rottweiler’ type
of Rep to make them feel secure…but friend
& foe get mauled alike!
Then some choose a ‘Chihuahua’ type of
representative — constant yapping is not a
very effective tool!
The representative I want is strong, hard-working, friendly, gentle, adaptable, intelligent,
devoted, courageous, agile, versatile and
self-directed with a high level of personal
initiative… though I guess it’s unreasonable to
expect them to die in the line of duty?!

SO ANSWER ME THIS!
The 5 links are the 5 ZMSA
PRESIDENTS who have
the same qualities as a
Guide Dog as they steer us
through the AIVA and other
mine-fields caused by our
Unprofessionalism!
(‘Betcha I’m getting phone-calls from the
presidents right about now so they can bark
at me for using that ‘guide dog’ analogy!
‘Doggone it: my day is going to get ruff!)
ORIGINS OF THE AIVA: The AMA was
closely involved in the development of the
Medical Staff Bylaws. When drafted, the
Bylaws went to the whole profession for rati-

fication before going to the minister of health
for final approval. The AIVA is derived from
these principles & provides some basic information to ensure patient safety.
Your ZMSA presidents, especially southzone president Fredrykka Rinaldi, scrutinize
any changes to the AIVA to make sure it continues to meet Bylaw requirements without
dredging for unnecessary information. It is
not an onerous requirement for the privilege of
treating seriously ill patients in AHS facilities.

SO, HOW DO PEOPLE NEED
‘STEERING’ THROUGH THE
AIVA?
1. ‘Darn: I forgot to fill the form!’
Easy…GIT ‘ER DUN!
2. ‘HELP! The process went wrong and the
Director is calling!’
Rare...but, say, your AIVA was sent to an
old address and now the Medical Director
is on your case. Usually this is easily fixed:
if not, give your ZMSA President a call!
3. ‘I forgot to fill the form and was RUDE
when the Medical Director called…’
Wow...The best advice for a one-time overreaction is to apologise immediately and to
return the completed form (ASAP!) Medical
Directors know everyone has that ‘day-fromhell’ and appreciate a heartfelt apology.
If your one-off response to the Director was
‘beyond the pale’ you might be facing a complaint under the AHS Workplace Violence:
Prevention and Response Policy — formerly
the Workplace Abuse & Harassment policy.
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The representative I want is strong, hard-working, friendly, gentle, adaptable, intelligent, devoted, courageous,
agile, versatile and self-directed with a high level of personal initiative… though I guess it’s unreasonable to
expect them to die in the line of duty?!
You could ask your president for help to
defuse the situation but the outcome would
likely depend on a certain level of contrition.
(A good Act of Contrition might include a
nice bottle of the director’s favourite beverage, while you take a wee dram of the hard
stuff…Humility!)
What if your rudeness is habitual and the
director is not taking your crap anymore?
You don’t need a ZMSA: you need a miracle.
4. ‘I didn’t complete the AIVA because I have
to make a DISCLOSURE…’
Tricky. Your President can ensure that
administration follows proper procedure:
but you still have to make the disclosure!
& expect the President to give you some
honest guidance if you are impaired.
5. ‘I got caught lying on the AIVA.’
Really? Time to contact the CMPA or that
$omeone $pecial...your lawyer!
6. ‘It is my GOD-GIVEN RIGHT to refuse
all such paperwork.’
…WHAT??
Thankfully there are few Medical Staff
members who are habitual 3’s, fibbing 5’s or
self-centered 6’s, but they make life miserable
for Medical Directors and taint the rest of
Medical Staff with their arrogance. ZMSA
presidents give much the same advice as
Bill Hnydyk, Assistant Medical Director
Professional Affairs at the AMA:
“We… focus on ensuring members are
treated fairly and with due process, but will
not defend physicians who do something
unprofessional or simply do not follow rules
that have been agreed to.”
Yes, the AIVA is tedious but it would be disingenuous for ZMSAs to yap or bite at administration over that which we, as a Medical Staff,
formally agreed to do!
Remember, the AIVA is only one of the processes which can give medical staff problems.
Your president has great contacts at the AMA,
zonal, local and provincial levels. Before you
vent or worse — despair — over a problem,
THINK! …WHO YOU GONNA CALL?

REFERENCES:
AHS MEDICAL STAFF RULES (page 31)
3.4.4 INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR
CONTINUATION ON THE MEDICAL STAFF
3.4.4.1 Each Practitioner, as a condition of their
continuation on the Medical Staff, shall submit
a properly completed and signed information
verification and attestation form to the Medical
Affairs Office within 12 months of being appointed
to the Medical Staff and annually thereafter. The
information verification and attestation form shall
be provided to the Practitioner by the Medical
Affairs Office and will include, but not be limited
to, the following information:
a) Proof of current membership in the Canadian
Medical Protective Association, Canadian Dental
Service Plans Inc., or have suitable alternative
liability insurance to the satisfaction of AHS;
b) Current practice permit or equivalent from the
relevant College;
c) Evidence as to the legal right to live and work
in Canada for non-citizens and permanent
residents; and
d) Any professional liability judgments, orders or
arbitration decisions involving the Practitioner
with details about any such instances.
3.4.4.2 In addition to the annual completion of
an information verification and attestation form
pursuant to section 3.4.4.1, each Practitioner
shall, as soon as possible after becoming aware,
disclose in writing to the Zone Medical Director:
a) Any proceedings regarding the Practitioner’s
professional status which have resulted in
sanctions including, but not limited to:
I. restrictions on licensure, privileges and/or
appointments;
II. practice permit restrictions;
III. disciplinary or professional restrictions;
IV. imposition of monitoring requirements;
V. a requirement to undergo counseling or
treatment;
VI. a requirement to undertake upgrading or
further education;
VII. a requirement to undertake remedial
measures in cases of unprofessional or
unethical behaviour, unbecoming conduct,
or improper or disruptive conduct; and/or
VIII. any other recommendation considered
appropriate to ensure public or patient safety.
b) Any changes in physical or mental health that
affect the performance of the Practitioner’s
responsibilities specified in these Bylaws and
Rules, and the safe and competent exercise of
the Clinical Privileges granted.
c) Any criminal convictions arising from the
Criminal Code of Canada or the Controlled
Drugs and Substances Act; and/or
d) Criminal charges arising from Part V or Part
VIII of the Criminal Code of Canada or the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act.

3.4.4.3 Upon receipt and review of a completed
information verification and attestation form as
provided for in Section 3.4.4.1, or upon receipt of
written disclosure from a Practitioner as provided
for in Section 3.4.4.2, the Zone Medical Director
shall determine if any further investigation or
action is required.
3.4.4.4 Should the Zone Medical Director determine
that no further investigation or action is required,
the information verification and attestation form
or the written disclosure, as the case may be, shall
be placed in the Practitioner’s file. In the case of
any written disclosure provided in accordance with
Section 3.4.4.2, the document shall be placed in an
envelope, sealed and marked “confidential” and shall
not be reopened without the Practitioner’s consent.
Alberta Health Services Medical Staff Rules 33
3.4.4.5 Should the Zone Medical Director
determine that further investigation or action is
required, the Zone Medical Director shall meet
with the Practitioner, within fourteen (14) days
of receipt of the information, to discuss the Zone
Medical Director’s concerns. The Practitioner shall
be entitled to be accompanied by an Advisor and
the contents of the meeting, or further information
arising at the meeting, shall not be disclosed by
the Zone Medical Director in the context of any
subsequent proceedings or otherwise without the
consent of the Practitioner.
3.4.4.6 If, following the meeting pursuant to
Section 3.4.4.5 of these Rules, the Zone Medical
Director determines no further investigation or
action is required, or if the Zone Medical Director
and the Affected Practitioner are able to agree
on an appropriate resolution of the issues, the
information verification and attestation form or
the written disclosure, as the case may be, shall
be placed in the Practitioner’s file. In the case of
any written disclosure provided in accordance
with Section 3.4.4.2 of these Rules, the document
shall be placed in an envelope, sealed and marked
“confidential” and shall not be reopened without
the Practitioner’s consent, or, where a resolution
has been agreed to, as long as the Affected
Practitioner abides by the agreed resolution.
3.4.4.7 If, following the meeting pursuant to Section
3.4.4.5 of these Rules, the Zone Medical Director
determines that further investigation or action is
required but the Zone Medical Director and the
Affected Practitioner are unable to agree on an
appropriate resolution of the issue, then the Zone
Medical Director shall proceed in accordance with
Section 6.1.5 of the Bylaws, and the matter will be
treated as a Concern initiated on behalf of AHS,
in which case an Associate Chief Medical Officer
shall perform the functions otherwise assigned to
the Zone Medical Director in accordance with the
Bylaws, and the Zone Medical Director shall have
no further involvement in the process.
www.albertahealthservices.ca/hp/if-hp-physbylaws-aiva-guidelines.pdf
www.techrepublic.com/blog/10-things/
10-things-that-define-a-true-professional/
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Letter
Dear Editor,
Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection revolutionized the
understanding of human evolution and development. “The Origin
of Species” was published in 1859, after his voyage on the Beagle
which visited the Galapagos Islands in 1835.
Changes to VitalSigns [VS] started when Steve Patterson solicited
articles from other ZMSA’s. Then through the Council of Zonal
Leaders & discussions with the ZMSA Presidents an idea formed
that VS could become a provincial magazine.
Early 2015 Steve hired a new editor, Mr. Hellmut Regehr of
Spindrift Design Studio Inc. who brought a novel look to the
magazine. Now under Dr. Sharron Spicer, VitalSigns is being
distributed to all ZMSA members throughout the province! In
her November editorial Dr. Spicer (CAMSS President) noted:
“Vital Signs is your magazine — a publication by physicians for
physicians…As always, Vital Signs strives to make your voice heard…
we have the independence to speak on behalf of doctors.”
This is a great achievement for a magazine from such humble
origins! That said, all the costs — staff, printing, distribution — and
all the effort put into producing the magazine, is being carried
by CAMSS.
These changes might rankle stalwart CAMSS members who may
reasonably feel their edgy magazine has been ‘rail-roaded’…or
they might wonder why CAMSS is taking on this commitment
alone. Then members in other zones are wondering why we are
receiving a CAMSS publication!
One funding alternative to consider is that each ZMSA pays
CAMSS for the copies their members receive (say, $5-10 each per
edition.) This approach is easy, but will not work in the long term.
Then there is the leap forward in natural evolution — VITALSIGNS
TO BECOME A UNITED ZMSA PUBLICATION! Authors,
costs, management & Editorial Board members from all 5 zones!
As much as your ZMSA executives are on side, true support
for the development of VitalSigns has to come from ZMSA
members — especially CAMSS members! The big questions for
CAMSS members: can VitalSigns thrive as the voice of 1300
members dealing with Calgary’s problems alone or do we need a
unified working doctor’s voice to tackle the full range of provincial
health-care issues?
The big question for other ZMSA members: can we sustain the
effort CAMSS — and their Presidents in particular — have put
into VitalSigns?
‘The Origin of Species’ is an abbreviation of Darwin’s original
title. It was:
‘The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection,
or,
The Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life.’

Doctors are a favoured profession but even we have to adapt to
survive. We might think that our strength will protect us (…Woolly
Mammoth?) or that there is no need to use Social Media to ‘fly’
out there (…Dodo?) but Darwin’s theory has proven correct way
too often. He gave great advice:
“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, not the
most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change…
In the long history of humankind…those who learned to
collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.”
How often have we ranted at some long-suffering administrator or
whined ad infinitum during some tedious committee? Dr. André
Van Zyl (President CZMSA) made a pivotal point which should
be a pillar of VitalSigns editorial policy. He noted:
“AHS biggest concern re physician engagement is… that physicians
complain without providing solutions.”
VitalSigns authors can rant — but then we must provide solutions
too! Workable solutions help us to deliver the care we need to
deliver and keeps the profession relevant. So how can VitalSigns
make this evolutionary leap? Some ideas:
• Costs/effort must be divided equitably (…not necessarily equally.)
• Every zone must provide articles.
• VitalSigns should develop a MISSION statement.
• The magazine should consider all articles except those which
are illegal, abusive, libelous etc. Preference should be given
to articles providing solutions…
• If there is a contentious article, VS may solicit a balancing
view from a second author.
• The Editorial Board [EB] should represent all ZMSA’s.
• EB members should write for VS sometimes & should not
approve their own articles!
• If the Editor/EB need to modify an article, it should be done
with the consent of the author (or if the change is mandated, the
author should be given an opportunity to withdraw their article.)
• The Editorial Guidelines should be revised to include social,
political, recreational, religious, emotional, moral topics. Health
is a big issue!
• We need fun articles: Laughter is GOOD MEDICINE!
• There should be a clear definition as to what content is controlled
by a zone and what is controlled by the Editorial Board.
• There needs to be a clear outcome if a zone does not provide
articles or if they do not pay their fair share.
• Ownership of VS will need to be decided at some point.
CAMSS has done an awesome job… together we can make
VitalSigns even better!
Dr. Kevin Hay
Wainwright
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The Benefits of Participation

AMA Youth Run Club

As I recover from a 2-mile run, I consider
my recent interest in running. It all began
when I got involved as an assistant coach
with my son’s AMA Youth Run Club in the
spring of 2013.
Running has been an unexpected new activity
for me. I have shocked many family members
and friends, as well as myself, due to my past
muttered statements that went something like,
“I hate running! I am never going to run.”
Hmmmmm…note to self…never say never.
Over time, I have experienced firsthand the
many benefits of running including the obvious ones: increased fitness and endurance,
and decreased BMI, but also the less obvious
benefits of socialization, decreased overall
body aches, and stress relief. By making
time in my daily schedule for some sort of
exercise, I realize that I am role modeling
healthy behaviour and hopefully influencing
my children, my peers and my neighbours.
In my role as assistant coach of my local
school’s run club, I learned many things. I
would like to share five of these tips with you.

Dr. Kim Kelly

As the Grade 4, 5 and 6 students gradually
filed into the gym on Day 1, some wearing
UGGs and long necklaces I might add, I
quickly discovered that being an expert was
not part of my job description. Common
sense and enthusiasm would be sufficient
for me to do a good job.

idea for an Adventure Club. Our goals for
this club were to get kids outside and to have
fun doing winter activities. We hoped that
these activities would carry over to weekend
and after school hours spent with family and
friends. We were excited to learn that this
indeed occurred!

2. Enjoy the outdoors and make
use of your local resources.

Some different activities we organized included
orienteering, snowshoeing, skating, capture
the flag, broomball, quidditch, and kicksledding (kicksleds loaned to us by the City of
Edmonton recreation program). Adventure
Club ended up being one of our most popular
clubs to date, as rated by students, teachers
and parents!

A gym may be your only option but if possible,
try to get the kids outside. Kids are naturally
more active and playful outside, and who
doesn’t like to breathe in fresh air?
In the past, our teacher coach had been
unable to make use of our beautiful river
valley due to a lack of adult supervision.
With my participation as a parent volunteer,
we were able to take our students into the
nearby river valley. This really enriched their
experiences and was absolutely FREE!!

3. Share the fun!
We encouraged parents and younger siblings
to join us along the route. Our runs became
more of a community affair rather than a
training session. Our run club also helped
support a fun run fundraiser put on by our
playschool and community league. You may
wish to consider how to get your greater
community involved with your run club.

4. Be creative.
We wanted to continue our run club over
the winter but were limited by the size of our
gym. One of our parents came up with a great

5. You are a role model.
By showing up and participating you are
positively affecting kids and adults, often in
ways you will never realize. YOU are inspiring
personal triumphs! In turn, the rewards you
will receive are many. I savour the smiles,
hugs, and silliness that I shared with the 25
kids in our run club.
In conclusion, I discovered that being part
of an AMA Youth Run Club was not hard.
Kids naturally want to be active and have
fun. My role was simply to be myself, to help
guide the activity, and to ensure that kids
were safe. Somewhere along the way I was
inspired in ways that surprised me. I hope
that you will be too!
By Dr. Kim Kelly
Family Physician, Edmonton

1. You don’t have to be an expert.
I took my role seriously but I thought I knew
nothing about running and felt ill-prepared.
The weekend before our first session, I read
through my AMA YRC coach’s manual and
discovered it to be an excellent resource. It
was full of games, information on how to
coach, and specifics on running for kids. It
definitely increased my comfort level with
the task at hand.
I confess, I also reviewed what to do in case a
child had a severe asthma attack, or fractured
their tibia, or suffered a head injury (sidewalk
curbs would be involved, right?). Did I mention that I’m also a physician and a mom?

ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS

Dr. Shelley Duggan,
EZMSA President
Phone: 780-468-3377

A few weeks ago, I spoke about the influenza vaccination on Global
Morning news. Every year I do a segment about this and every year
it leads to viewers sending interesting emails to the station. One
person this year told me that I should not be allowed to lie to the
public and to consider a career change! It is shocking to me how
more and more individuals are willing to believe “pseudoscience”
and take advice from celebrities rather than trained medical experts.
As physicians, we must continue to speak out about the importance
of vaccinations and educate our patients. Actions often speak
louder than words though, so roll up your sleeve and get your shot.
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Same as the Old Boss
Dr. Lloyd Maybaum

‘Our problems in Alberta are much more profound than that of individual corruption or entitlement. They stem from the lack of
transparency and accountability of government agencies to society. Only through enhanced political competition, real rule of
law and steadfast openness and transparency will the current political morass in this province release its grip upon Albertans.
Changing the premier will not change the state of corruption in this province but changing the regime can and I think, will. We
can only hope that Albertans one day find the courage to vote for regime change and trust that regardless of what political party
takes over it couldn’t perform any worse than the PC party. Moreover, it is only four years until the following election; thus, if the
new party fails miserably we can always vote them out and re-elect a refreshed and refurbished PC party. Remember everyone —
it is time to get involved politically. Join political parties, donate to political parties or even consider a run at elected office.’
Vital Signs, May 2014, p. 7.
It has been a long while since I have written about the political arena.
Since then, we have come to see sweeping changes with both new
provincial and federal governments. Waxing nostalgically, I was
reflecting upon one of my perhaps most political articles found in
the May 2014 issue of Vital Signs and an article entitled ‘Corruption’.
Here, I asked the question, is our governing PC party corrupt? The
answer was, yes. This was just over a year ago and since then the
PC party has been summarily flushed from office. We now have a
fresh new government led by Rachel Notley and the NDP. Never
imagining that this was coming, this was a change long overdue.
I continue, albeit hesitantly, to stand by my quote that this party could
not do any worse than the previous governing PC party, however,
the recent announcement regarding the composition of the new
AHS board has me wondering aloud — REALLY!?
On October 23, 2015 Health Minister Sarah Hoffman announced the
formation of a new board for AHS. This was long overdue and if you
have read my article from July 2013 you’ll understand why (‘Political
Postmortem’ go to camss.ca to download past issues). Moreover,
since my very first article written for Vital Signs in 2009, I have been
decrying that there is too much political interference in the health
care system. Moreover, the former AHS chair, Stephen Lockwood,

had the audacity to speak out regarding the difficulties of political
interference in the system. This action resulted in Lockwood and the
entire board being sacked for speaking out so candidly. Let me correct
the historical lie — then health-minister Fred Horne did not sack all
10 members of the board in a dispute over pay for executives — it was
a political execution for speaking out about political interference.
During the Fred Horne imbroglio with the then AHS board, Minister
Horne had been quietly sitting on a vital document that underscored the value of keeping politicians at arms length from the
AHS board. This document is entitled “Working Together to Build a
High Performance Health System” and was produced by the Health
Governance Review Task Force. This report was initiated in response
to the recommendations of the Health Quality Council of Alberta
(HQCA) and their February 2012 final report that reviewed the
issues of physician intimidation, amongst others.
So what is this issue that I have with Sarah Hoffman? In announcing
the new AHS board she noted that Richard Dicerni, Deputy Minister
of Executive Council, would also be sitting on the board. She noted
that Dicerni was there in order to bring “a strong connection between
Alberta Health Services and our government”. Cozy indeed. Did
anybody read the Health Governance Review Task Force document?
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We need to keep AHS and the board at arms length from politicians
and from political interference. Instead, our NDP government intends
to make health care an overtly political process.
A recent Calgary Herald article by Deborah Yedlin (October 30,
2015 — Should the NDP Have Had the Courage to Enact a Sales Tax?)
further underscores the point that the government should remain at arms
length from AHS and the board. In the article, Ms. Yedlin discusses the
merits of the Alberta Investment Management Corporation (AIMCo)
and it’s independence in making investment decisions;
‘This cannot — and should not — be a vehicle by which the government, through AIMCo, picks winners and losers. The last thing
the Heritage Fund should be is politicized…Also important is that
AIMCo can’t be seen as a political tool of the government — thus
investment decisions must continue to be separate from the politics…..Some will recall that when AIMCo’s governance structure
was first established, its board included a representative from the
Alberta government. Realizing this could undermine the board’s

independence from government, the board seat and government
representation disappeared. That left AIMCo with the ability to
carry out its mandate in the best interest of its clients — Albertans.
And by all accounts, that governance structure worked.’
Ms. Yedlin notes that the presence of a representative of government
on the board undermines the board’s independence and in essence,
will undermine the board’s ability to carry out its mandate in the
best interests of its clients — Albertans. Let me conclude by noting
that although we have needed a new AHS board, what we don’t
need is a repeat of the past and continued meddling and political
interference in the health care system. I hate to say it so early in
their mandate, but with this new NDP government I am starting
to hear the refrain and echoes of an old song by The Who, “Won’t
Get Fooled Again”, and that very famous line, “Meet the new boss,
same as the old boss”.
Lloyd Maybaum
By the way, The Who is coming to the Saddledome on May 10, 2016!

Update on Physician Assisted Death
Many of you will be familiar with the 2015 Supreme Court of Canada
ruling that effectively strikes down the criminality of physician assisted
death when specific criteria are met. “Physician Assisted Death”
describes the situation where a physician provides or administers
medication that intentionally brings about the patient’s death, at the
request of the patient. The Supreme Court’s ruling comes into effect
February 6, 2016, unless an extension is granted by the Supreme Court.
Alberta Health Services is working with Alberta Health, the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Alberta, and other stakeholders to prepare
for this change. Together, we will need to ensure that there are sufficient
policies and procedures, supported by educational resources and discussion guides, for physicians and staff to access in the event patients
or their families ask about physician assisted death. We anticipate, and
have already seen, an increase in requests from patients for information
and options related to physician assisted death.
Currently, the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Alberta has published a draft advice document for physicians on consent as it applies
to Physician Assisted Death. This document is expected to be updated
over the next coming weeks to months based on stakeholder feedback.
In addition, a provincial/territorial panel with leading experts in
the fields of medicine, law, and ethics is developing a framework on
Physician Assisted Death to build consistency of scope and practice
among provinces.
This is a complex issue, and there is a need to have a coordinated
approach among governments, health authorities, professional colleges, and other stakeholders. AHS has created a steering committee, a
secretariat, as well as a number of expert panels to prepare for February
6, 2016. The steering committee will oversee the development of policies
for the AHS system that are aligned and connected to any direction set
out by the Government of Alberta and the College of Physicians and

Surgeons of Alberta, and respects values, beliefs, and interests of patients
and providers alike. It will also steer the development of procedures and
resources that will be available for our staff and physicians to understand
the policy and the legalities of physician assisted death within our AHS
system. The steering committee reports to AHS Chief Medical Officer
Dr. Verna Yiu through to the Executive Leadership Team.
A small secretariat will facilitate the work required to support the
steering committee’s advice and decisions. That work will include
issue identification and resolution, collecting input, connecting the
experts, teams and organizations who can assist with issue resolution,
responding to queries from staff and physicians, and communicating
decisions and plans with stakeholders.
The expert panels are made up of physicians and staff from across
AHS in various clinical areas, acute care, ambulatory care, continuing
care, primary care, Cancer Control, mental health, and palliative and
end of life care. The composition of the expert panels will ensure we
have a diversity of input into the policy and accompanying resources.
Corporate services such as Legal & Privacy, policy, communications,
and ethics are represented on the steering committee.
A website (www.albertahealthservices.ca/info/page13497.aspx) has been
developed to provide clinicians and staff with updates and resources,
and questions or comments may also be emailed to PAD.Secretariat@
ahs.ca. We want to ensure that as much information as possible is
available in a timely fashion as the work progresses. The website will be
updated as additional information is available. We strongly encourage
people to visit the website and send us your questions and comments;
we value your feedback.
Sincerely,
Dr. James Silvius
Medical Director, Community, Seniors, Addictions and Mental Health
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2015 CAMSS Physician Advocacy Award
At the CAMSS Annual General Meeting on November 18, CAMSS
President Dr. Sharron Spicer presented the CAMSS annual Advocacy
Award to Dr. Julian Kyne. In the words of Dr. Pat Smith, “Dr. Julian Kyne
embodies the meaning of advocacy. He is a caring, compassionate
physician who has been practising in Airdrie for many years. He is a
natural leader in his private practice, where he has integrated a number
of allied health professionals within, to create an effective Medical Home
for all involved. As well, he has been instrumental in establishing the
clinic as a teaching site for medical students and residents, many of
whom continue to be involved in the community after graduating.
Julian’s advocacy goes beyond his own clinic walls, as he is also the
Medical Director of the Urgent Care in Airdrie. He was intimately involved
in the development of the same, ensuring that the centre was well
integrated into the community as he encouraged the physicians who
were providing care in the clinic to also become part of the greater
community. By doing so, he was working to establish an ongoing
relationship between patients and a Family Physician.
Julian has also worked to improve patient care in the greater Airdrie
district by acting as a Director of the Highland Primary Care Network
since its inception. In this role, Julian has provided guidance and
insight in regard to the development of needed programs and support

services in the associated communities. As well, he has successfully
worked to recruit more physicians to the area to provide the needed
manpower for a rapidly growing community.
Julian is also a key contributor to the Airdrie Health Foundation
where he regularly meets with community leaders as they work
collaboratively to improve the health care of Airdrie citizens. His
energy and encouragement has resulted in an engaged community
working to further support the needs of the population as a whole.”
Dr. Kyne’s colleague, Dr. Emmanuel Gye, adds, “I have seen him
support, mentor and advocate
for colleagues, trainees and other
health care workers. He has been
a passionate, tireless and committed advocate for comprehensive
healthcare in Airdrie and environs
through proposing unique and
locally developed concepts. He will
be a worthy recipient of the award
as his advocacy has spanned across
patients, healthcare workers and
fellow physicians.”

